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NEW QUESTION: 1
Two components of Genericware2.0 are causing performance issues
on a Windows 7 PC. One Generic 2.0 component is currently not

responding and needs to be disabled upon reboot. To prevent
further performance issues ensure both components are no longer
running upon reboot, without making any other changes to the
current system or without deleting registry keys or shortcuts.
Instructions: When you have completed the simulation, please
select the done button to submit your answer.
Answer:
Explanation:
Please review explanation for detailed answer.
Explanation
Please check the below images for detailed steps to do:

This is a simple one, you will start on the Windows Desktop,
"Go to the Start menu and type in the search bar
?SCONFIG". after you're done click on Startup and remove the
Tick from the application name provided by the sim (genware.exe
I think ). When this is done, "Click on the Services tab, and
remove the tick from the application name provided by the sim.
After that's finished click Apply and OK". and you're
"Done".Tip: In disable startup program called "genware2.0" just
go to start type msconfig and it will be in start-up column and
also in service. Then go to start find folder startup and
remove programs icon from that folder you don't have to remove
it from trash.
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Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
View the Exhibit and examine the resource consumption details
for the current plan in use by the database instance.
Which two statements are true based on the output? (Choose
two.)
Exhibit:
A. The CPU_WAIT_TIME column indicates the total time that
sessions in the consumer group waited for the CPU due to
resource management
B. The CPU_WAIT_TIME column indicates the total time that
sessions in the consumer group waited for the CPU due to
resource management, I/O waits, and latch or enqueue contention
C. A user belonging to DSS_QUERIES can log in to a new session
but the session will be queued
D. An attempt to start a new session by the user belonging to
DSS_QUERIES fails with an error
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28310/
dbrm009.htm
V$RSRC_CONSUMER_GROUP
Use the V$RSRC_CONSUMER_GROUP view to monitor CPU usage and CPU
waits. It provides the cumulative amount of CPU time consumed,
cumulative amount of time waiting for CPU, and cumulative
number of CPU waits by all sessions in each consumer group. It
also provides a number of other measures helpful for tuning.
SQL&gt; SELECT name, active_sessions, queue_length,
consumed_cpu_time, cpu_waits, cpu_wait_time FROM
v$rsrc_consumer_group;
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